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Abstract

In this paper we present a new approach based a genetic algorithm

to solve selective travelling salesman problem, which is concerned to find

a path between a given set of control points, among which a start and

end point are the same, and to maximize the total gain collected subject

to a prescribed cost constraint. This approach assured by creation of

a population under the criterion ratio gain
cost . The results we give us the

best of the objective function and the number of iterations is reduced.
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1 Introduction

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) and the vehicle routing problem (VRP)

are among the most widely studied combinatorial optimization problems. Both

problems, as well as their numerous extensions, deal with optimally visiting

customers from a central depot. A very large number of papers and books

deal with these problems (Gutin and Punnen. [12] ; Toth and Vigo. [13] ;
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C. Archetti, A. Hertz, and M.G. Speranza. [2]; M. Schilde et al. [11] ; G.

laporte, S. Martello. [1]). Two usual characteristics of these problems are :

every customer has to be serviced and no value is associated to the service.

However, some variant problems propose to select customers depending on a

profit value that is gained when the visit occurs. This feature gives rise to

a number of problems that we gather together under the name of selective

traveling salesman problems (STSP), when a single vehicle is involved. More

general problems in which several vehicles might be involved are called routing

problems with profits.

In this paper, we review the existing literature on these problems, with

a focus on selective travelling salesman problem (STSP), which have been

more widely studied. STSP may be seen as bicriteria STSP with two opposite

objectives: one pushing the salesman to travel (to collect profit) and the other

inciting him to minimize travel costs (with the right to drop vertices. However,

while a salesman can be in a given city more than once, a profit is realized

only during first visiting. This assumption prevents from finding routes in

which a city with a highest profit is continually visited while others are not.

With these additional assumptions, the problem is more real-life and could

have applications in logistics and shipping. To find routes with optimal profit,

a genetic algorithm (GA) with special operators was used. The method was

implemented and tested on networks of cities. The paper is organized as

follows. Next section includes state of art the STSP. Section 3 describes model

of statment. The proposed method of solving STSP is demonstrated in Section

4. Results are presented in Section 5, finally, the paper is concluded in Section

6.

2 Preliminary notes

It is apparent that this discipline, STSP is associated with different experts

and absolutely various methodological perception. In this contex, we are ex-

pected to mention some related names and scientific contributions. There are

Feillet et al. [3], in wich wath impresses their notion is to compare the avaible

data in the STSP methods, in the seek of drawing their suggest resolution.

While, Tsiligirides [4] has proposed a stochastic heuristic differentiated from

Hayes and Normans. [5] proposal ; Tsiligiridess approach is based dynamic pro-

gramming. Our scientific intiation is in English terminology considred to be

Orienteering Problem”, in its abbreviation is OP. This included OP is studed

to be broadened in the practical sensation by Golden et al. [9]. In the same

ground of breadth,we can talk about Keller’s [6] intiation, which is alterna-
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tive method in heuristic. He carried out a comparative study in the sake of

viewing other methods. Other names may enunciate Ramesh and Brown. [7],

with their phase heuristic while, the STSP of Wang et al. [14] is based on

neural networks. Chao et al. [8] proposed rapid and effective heuristic that

exceed other approaches, considering deeply time dimension execution and as-

suring enhanced perception To do accomplish assignment, we have presented

mathematical modelling, in some subsequent details. so,the approach is ref-

fecting the initial population by considering the process of calculation This

what determines convergence to optimal solution

3 Model statement

Let G =(V,A) be a complete graph with vertex set V=(u1,u2, un) and arc set

A ={(ui,uj) / ui, uj ∈ V , ui 6= uj}, having a profit pi associated with each

vertex ui ∈ I and a cost cij associated with each arc (ui,uj) ∈A (cij=0 for all

i). Throughout this paper, we assume that the cost matrix (satisfies the tri-

angle in- equality. The selective traveling salesman problem (STSP) consists

of a determining simple circuit of maximal total profit, which in-cludes v1 and

whose length does not exceed a preset value cmax.

The described problem in the previous paragraph, which is related to a directed

graph, can be formally stated as follows. Let C* be the ordered set of vertices

in the optimal circuit and define a binary variable xij taking the value 1 if

and only if vi and vj are two consecutive vertices of C* (the first vertex is as-

sumed to be consecutive to the last one). The formulation of the STSP is then:

max
∑

i pi
∑

j xij

subject to:

∑
i

x1i =
∑
i

xi1 = 1, i = 1, 2, ..n (1)∑
i

xik =
∑
j

xkj ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, ..n; j = 1, 2..n, k = 1, 2, 3....n (2)∑
i

∑
j

cij ≤ cmax, i = 1, 2, ..n; j = 1, 2..n (3)

xij ∈ (0, 1) ,i=1,2,..n ; j=1,2..n ; i 6= j

Constraint (1) specifies that vertex u1 belongs to C*,while the constraint (2)

is the flow conservation conditions for the remaining vertices. Constraint (3)
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defines the upper bound on possible calculated cost.
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Figure 1. A graph representation of a network of cities

vertix profit

2 3

3 2

4 4

5 2

6 1

7 2

8 4

9 3
Table. 1. : profit of each city

A graph representation of an exemplary network of cities is shown in Fig-

ure 1 it is a simple example of the network which includes nine cities. The

Cij values are marked on the edges and the pi values are: {5, 3, 2, 4, 2, 1, 2,

4, 3} (marked beside vertices). One can see that the highest profit equals to

5 can be gained during visiting the depot. The STSP can be formulated as

follows. The goal is to find a cycle starting from the depot that maximizes
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collected profit such that the tour length does not exceed a given constraint

Cmax. Assuming Cmax = 100, for the graph presented in Figure 1, one possible

solution could be: 1 - 4 - 9 - 5 - 6 - 1. In this case the tour length equals to

100 and the collected profit equals to 15.

4 Methodological approach

4.1 Genetic representation

Genetic algorithms(GA) are a family of parallel search heuristics inspired by

the biological process ofnatural selection and evolution. In GA optimiza-

tion, solutions are encoded into chromosomes to establish a population be-

ing evolved throughgenerations. At each generation, parents are selected and

mated from the population tocarryout the crossover operator leading to new

solutions called children. Then, some of the individuals are mutated or per-

turbed. Finally,they are pooled together to select new individuals for next

generation.

The first step in the GA is encoding a solution into a chromosome. We use

the path representation which is the most natural for this problem . In this

approach, a tour is encoded as a sequence of vertices. For example, the tour 1

- 4 - 5 - 6 - 1 is represented by the sequence 1 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 1. To describe our

approach, we detail in the following the different steps of the genetic algorithm.

In particular, we describe how we generate the initial population; we present

the coding scheme adopted; we report the strategies to select individuals for

reproduction, nally, we describe the mutation and crossover operators, both

for changing the assignment and the sequencing of operations.

Initial population

The initial population is generated because the ratio between the gain and the

cost is maximum, to do this we use the first two populations noted Pgain and

the second noted Pcost and we detail in the next section which gives us the

algorithm has the population initial.

Selection

The selection phase is in charge to choose the chromosomes for reproduction.

In our approach, the criterion used to select the chromosomes to be included

in the mating pool can be chosen among two selection methods well knownin

the GA literature:
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- Binary tournament :Two individuals are randomly chosen from the pop-

ulation and the best of them is selected for reproduction.

- n-Size tournament : The individual for reproduction is chosen among a

random number of individuals.

Crossover

Once the chromosomes for reproduction have been selected, the crossover ge-

netic operator is applied to produce the offspring. Crossover operator applies

to pairs of chromosomes, while mutation operator applies to single individuals.

The example of the crossover is presented in Fig. 2. This example concerns

Fig. 1with the assumption that cmax = 200

1-4-9-5-6-1 → 1-4-9-4-1

1-4-8-9-4-1 → 1-4-8-9-5-6-1

Figure 2. The example of the crossover operator

The length of the tours represented by offsppring are equal to 72 and 155,re-

spectively. Since both offspring individuals preserve the constraint Cmax they

replace in the new population their parents.

Mutation

the last genetic operator is a mutation. Each individual in the current

population undergo mutation. It is performed in the following way. First

we randomly select aposition in a chromosome where a mutation will be per-

formed. Then we try to insert a city (from the set of possible cities) at this

position. If inserting a city do not violate the constraint Cmax, we keep this

new city in a tour otherwise it is rejected. For example, let us look at the

individual in Fig. 2. Let us assume that this individual is to be muated and

randomly selected position in the chromosome is marked with an arrow. The

only city we can insert between the cities 6 and 1 is the city 7. Inserting this

city will result in the tour length equal to 198. Since Cmax = 200,we keep the

city 7 on its position. The new mutated individual in the population.

1-4-8-9-5-6-1 →7 1-4-8-9-5-6-7-1

Figure 3. The example of the mutation operator
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4.2 Proposed algorithm to generate the initial popual-

tion

The generation mechanism of the initial population can produce a population

of individuals as the basis for future generations. The choice of the initial

population is important because it can make more or less rapid convergence to

the global optimum. In our case, we will generate two types of populations: the

first noted Pcost which represents all arcs to be visited by the vehicle, according

to the coding in which the position is list permutation in an increasingly order

of utilized cost while, for example, the tour 1-2-3-4-1 is represented by the

sequence for the graph presented in Fig.1, the second noted Pgain represents

the set of vertices to be visited by the vehicle according to the decreasing order

of the gains For example, the tour 1-5-6-9-8-1 is represented by the sequence

for the graph presented in Fig.1. That it will result a new population P gain
cost

combining Pcout and Pgain using the algorithm following :

Algorithm 1 Creating the initial population
I = v1
r ← 1

m← 1

while F={(Vk /∈ I, Csk + Ckr ≤ Cmax)} 6= ∅ do

find vi and vj such that

pi/cir = max(pk /ckr) and pj /cjs =max pk/ckr
if pi/cir ≥ pj/cjs then

add vi to I before r and set r=i

else

add vj to I after s and set s=j

end if

close the current path by adding arc ( vn,vm )

end while

5 Computational Results

The genetic algorithm procedure described in Sections 3 and 4 has been imple-

mented on a core i5 processor, and tested on a Mathlab toolbox. The first one

we implemented the objective function descripes in section 3 that maximizes

the total gain, also we implemented constraints (1),(2)and (3) are describes

in section 3 , the best results are selected afterve runs from whithout initial
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population. The second one we implemebted the same codes by adding our

approach consists the algorithme 1 describes in section 4. In this case we use

the Optimization App which contains the solver genetic algorithm .The GA

toolbox Mathlab parameters have been determined experimentally. The pop-

ulation size, crossover and mutation probabilities are taken as 20, 0.70 and

0.40 respectively. The enunciated objective function that it included to be

maximize, represents the total gain of the tour. We Enter the fitness function

in the form @fitnessfun, tending considering that a genetic algorithm is to

minimize. So, the data is going to be -f where fitnessfun.m is an M-file that

computes the fitness function. We do introdue these our codes, in the horizon

of a genetic algorithm toolbox regarding mathlab scale and we examined set

of test problem with 10 points by code the initial population and whithout

code initial population in figure 1 and figure 2 respectively, Then we get the

following results:

Figure 4. :Results with our initial population

Figure 5. :Results with not considering initial population
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It is apparent that the first curve of figure 1 gives the best value of the

objective function.The table 1 the numbre of iteration of each code.

we don’t use initial population we use our intial population

2325 51

Table. 2. Numbre of each code

While, the second graph is determining the values of variables but despite

this mentioned variety, we were anticipated to chose one, which is the value

that equals to 1, Every single variable represents a pair (i,j) in this introduced

graph. Each variable indicates an arc between two nodes to be taken that the

variables which equal 1 which determine a set of arcs. This latter is a tour

that maximize the total gain. For exemple, we find in this application: X10 =

1 and it reprsents the arc (3,2).

GA is terminated after the best feasible solution remains unchanged for gen-

erations. The best values function varies with Cmax since a larger Cmax allows

a longer string of visited points. The total gain obtained while Cmax increases

exists in the following table:

Cmax total gain tour

10 27,20 (1,7,9,1)

15 24,86 (1,8,6,10,1)

20 22,63 (1,10,5,6,9,1)

25 20,62 (1,10,5,8,6,1)

30 18,84 (1,10,5,8,6,1)

35 17,04 (1,10,5,8,6,1)

40 15,50 (1,10,4,9,6,1)

45 13,91 (1,10,4,9,6,1)

50 12,45 (1,7,4,9,6,1)

55 10,58 (1,5,7,4,6,1)

60 8,92 (1,5,7,4,6,1)

65 7,32 (1,6,5,4,1)

70 5,83 (1,6,5,4,1)

90 32 (1,7,9,10,8,5,4,1)

100 32 (1,7,9,10,8,5,4,1)

110 32 (1,7,9,10,8,5,4,1))

120 32 (1,7,9,10,8,5,4,1)
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Table. 3. The best function with increases penalty Cmax

In this context, our target is to explain the results which are set by consider-

ing the ratio between the gain and the cost our approach to solve the problem.

This ratio represents a decreasing function depending on the variable cost.

This latter in this process is initiated to correspond the obtained results. It is

enunciated notion to compare our method with others in literature of related

methodologies. To fulfil our proposal we have chosen a method, which is in-

herent perception in Genetic Algorithm. This method by the way is stressed

by Fatih Tasgetiren [14], in which the horizon of work is an adaptive penalty

function, presented to solve the STSP, his own method is assured to create the

initial population according to the given critertion of maximum cost. In this

presented perception it is crucial to mention that the ratio between gain and

cost is stating different initial population,if the comparison is implying Fatih´

s [14] approach .

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose GA based on a proposed initial population coupled

whith a penalty function is presented to solve the selective travelling salesman

problem which has variety of applications. The advantage of propose GA is due

to the fact that search is conducted from a constructed initial population, it

must to be maximum. From the computational results, it can be seen that the

proposed GA performed very well across a wide variety of problem instances

and the number of iteration reduced.
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